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When you enter the key, first remove the zero in the window! this key for sinutrain ... Sales and
delivery release SinuTrain for SINUMERIK Operate V4.8 SINUMERIK Operate V4.8 will not be

available until January 2020! SINUMERIK Operate V4.8SINUMERIK Operate V4.8 is a machine tool
control system with a network. SINUMERIK Operate V4.8 works with any SINUMERIK Operate V4

or V5 as well as machines equipped with sensors. SINUMERIK Operate V4.8 is software for
controlling machine tools and machines via a network. The system is designed to automate the
control of machine tools equipped with sensors for all types of machining. Several machine tools

are integrated in the software, allowing to work with Siemens, Fanuc, Mazak and Toyota
machines. The software is used to control the operation of CNC machine tools with sensors, such
as distance sensors, object detection sensors, rotation sensors and position sensors, as well as

sensors with multiple sensors. The system has many features to optimize the machining process,
such as path and trajectory tracking and automatic return. Storing the trajectory in machine
memory is also supported. The system can be used in the following industrial applications:

Machining of metal parts (e.g., aluminum, stainless steel, titanium, copper) and non-metal parts
(e.g., plastics, wood, acrylic, PET, etc.). Equipment for printed circuit boards Plastics and leather

processing Wood processing (e.g. plywood, MDF, MDF, chipboard etc.) Assembly Automation
Welding Automation Selection of welding equipment Welding and Cutting Equipment Equipment

for powder coating Equipment for testing of parts Welding Preparation Assembly Preparation
Deburring Selective Inspection Assembly Quality Control Packaging Technological Assembly
Assembly according to drawing Assembling according to manufacturing type Assembly by

sample Assembly by principle of operation Assembly by Manufacturing Method Assembly by
Material Assembly by demand Assembly by Position Assembly by method of assembly On-site
assembly is performed at the manufacturing facilities where the product is manufactured. This
requires manufacturing space, fixtures, tools, jigs or special equipment. This method has the
following advantages: - the use of ready-made equipment and tools (forgings, castings, bars,
etc.); - the ability to quickly master the production and within a relatively short time to get a
large number of serial products. The disadvantage of the method is that it creates a stock of
finished products, which have to be sold on the market; - The method requires a sufficient

amount of raw materials. This limits its application, for example, in the manufacture of products
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from special alloys or non-ferrous metals. 6. METHOD OF PRODUCTION ANALYSIS In accordance
with GOST 3.1109-82. 1. General provisions: 1.1 Production analysis - an integral part of the

design system, the main task of which is to determine the most important technical and
economic indicators of the designed object. 1.2 Production analysis is performed prior to the
development and manufacture of a new product, as well as when changes are made to it. 1.3
Production analysis, depending on the tasks to be solved, is carried out by different methods,

which, in turn, are divided into: Comparison method, in which the object is compared with similar
products that have the same features as the object of analysis. The method of comparison is

appropriate to use in cases where the object of analysis has close or coinciding values of all the
main characteristics; methods of expert evaluations and qualimetry; methods of mathematical

modeling. 1.4 At carrying out the production analysis the following objects are usually
investigated: an object that has quantitative indicators; an object as a whole and/or its separate

parts; objects having qualitative characteristics; an object consisting of elements; an object
having quantitative and qualitative characteristics. 2. GOALS OF PRODUCTION ANALYSIS

Production analysis provides an objective assessment of the implementation of the plan in terms
of volume and assortment, as well as identifying reserves to improve production efficiency and

development of measures to use them. The main objectives of production analysis are: -
revealing the results of the enterprise's activity for the analyzed period; - to find intraproductive

reserves to increase the volume of production, as well as to improve product quality; -
calculation and study of the main indicators of the enterprise's activity; - development of the

most effective areas of the enterprise to improve the results of its work. The methods that are
used in the analysis: - comparison; - grouping; - analogy; - chain substitution; - balance method -

linear programming method. In this case, of course, it should be remembered that all of the
above methods are only a generalization, empirical techniques to improve the efficiency of fixed

assets, allowing you to get a general indicator of efficiency. For a more detailed analysis and
development of proposals to improve the efficiency of fixed assets are used indicators presented

in Table 5. Table 5 Efficiency indicators of the use of fixed assets
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